
 

LEARNING SESSION CONTENT 

 

Have you done any science today? Consider 

everyday science and the science taking 

place within The Deep.  

 

 

ACTIVITIES  

(10 mins carousel)  

 

Each activity considers the skills of each 

scientist and a real life study.  

 

1. Ecologist:  

Classify, count and collate different types of 
shells. Draw conclusions about their 

populations over time. 

 

2. Biologist:  

Draw diagrams of real shrimps using 

microscopes.   

 

3. Behavioral Scientist:  

Use information and a map to study the 

local seal population. 

 

4. Taxonomist:   

Identify different sharks and their teeth, so 

you can work out which sharks are related. 

 

5. You are a Marine Biologist: 

Investigate the effects of Global Warming 

on the growth of corals using cold water 

Lophelia coral collected in Scottish waters.   

OVERVIEW & CURRICULUM LINKS 
 
This is a multi-activity hands on workshop.   
The session directly links the Science Programme of 
Study where the children will be ‘Working 
Scientifically’: making observations, collating results 
and drawing conclusions. This learning workshop 
would support cross-curricular links with Maths 
(measurement and calculation) and Geography. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
To be able to: 
 observe changes over periods of time, noticing 

patterns, grouping and classifying from primary 
sources 

 make careful observations and labelled drawings 
of live creatures using microscopes 

 make accurate measurements using standard 
measures and choose a range of equipment 

 make predictions and answer questions based 
on their data and observations 

THINK LIKE A  
SCIENTIST 

This is a hands on enquiry workshop.  

Children assume the role of different scientists: Ecologist, 

Biologist, Behavioural Scientist, Marine Biologist, 

Taxonomist and attempt to work out problems that may 

be encountered in the real world. Children will select and 

use a variety of equipment, develop a range of 

observational skills and techniques (sampling, 

microscopes), record results and draw conclusions.  

KS2 will need adult support so please provide at least one 

adult for every six pupils. 

 

KS2 

 
 

Science 40 Minutes 


